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From the editor

BMW announced its first sub-
500cc bike since the R 45 in mid-
November: the G 310 R, a single-

cylinder bike made in India for 
the world’s markets. Cover photo 

courtesy of BMW Motorrad.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT     |     By Kurtis Minder
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When I first took up motorcycling, I could not 
have conceptualized the effect that it would 

have on my life. For many, motorcycling is a hobby to 
occupy free time or enjoy with friends. For others it 
is a mode of transportation, driven by efficiency and 
HOV lane perks. Perhaps it started as a combination 
of these for me and evolved into something much 
bigger and impactful. I vividly remember the early 
days riding with my father-in-law in central Illinois. 
Those days were predictable, designed for fun and 
stress free — save the occasional combine encoun-
ter. We did not ride at night, when it rained or when 
it was cold. If we felt ill, had a headache or required 
the convenience of a car, the bikes stayed in the ga-
rage. This is motorcycling for most and it is fun and 
fulfilling. For others, a richer experience transcends 
the physical act of riding the bike.
 One unexpected aspect of my motorcycling expe-
rience is the friends I have made. My early adoption 
of the BMW brand, largely driven by the culture and 
safety focus, introduced me to myriad people of all 
ages and backgrounds. Joining BMWBMW six years 
ago, I didn’t think I would be so plugged into the 
club so few years later. I am attracted to the culture, 
the meet-ups, the rides and the wonderful mem-
bers. I have been involved in the club through three 
board administrations and have seen the changes 
both good and bad. As we near yet another change 
and the entire board is shifting, apprehension is a 
natural response. Change can be a scary thing.
 Motorcycling has also taught me about perma-
nence — or the lack of it. Preparing for a trip, one 
visualizes how it will evolve, what the weather 
will be like; one imagines sitting by the campfire, 
perfect temperature, stars above. Yet the trip never 
happens exactly the way our mind painted it. This 
causes frustration, disappointment, anger. Hav-
ing done a number of long trips, motorcycling has 
taught me that putting expectations on a given mo-

ment or future moment is a dangerous thing. Motor-
cycles break, it rains, it floods, no firewood, cloudy 
skies, too cold, too hot. Each moment changes 
from the last, and the new moment may not meet 
your expectations. It is important to recognize and 
embrace the current moment as part of the experi-
ence. After all, adventures aren’t always fun while 
you are having them. 
 A friend recently reminded me of a Buddhist 
parable, “Already Broken.” Paraphrasing, two monks 
were having tea. They were using a very nice tea set 
provided by one of the monks. At some point during 
their conversation, the other monk dropped the 
opulent teacup and it shattered on the ground at 
their feet. The monk who owned the set said, “I will 
get you another one.” The monk who broke the cup 
responds, “Why are you not angry?” The first monk 
responds, “Why? It is already broken.”
 There are a few lessons one can take from this 
parable. This story is primarily about expectations 
and the constant changes we face in life. Another 
lesson that resonates for me is that tomorrow is a 
new day. Our club is over 40 years old. It has his-
tory and is a valuable social construct. During that 
history, we have had good and bad experiences. It 
is human nature to lock on to the negative things 
that have occurred, but this is wasted energy. Those 
things are done. There is only now and the future.
 As I write this, the future is happening and we are 
all individually responsible for how we perceive it. I 
am grateful to have worked with the board the last 
couple years and have learned much from my col-
leagues. I am excited to have Andy, Mike, Shannon, 
Kris and Karen as partners as we do our best to 
make the future of the BMWBMW club a bright one 
that provides tangible value to its members. Please 
come to the club meetings - ask questions, get 
involved. The club is what we make it, so let’s make 
it marvelous. Thank you for being members, all!

The glass is already broken



Write for Between the Spokes! Send an email to editor@bmwbmw.org with your idea(s) 
for what you’d like to write — a trip report, a motorcycle-related musing, a product/film/
book review, a news item, the Bike of the Month, a club-related anecdote, or just about 
anything else you can think of that other motorcyclists and club members would be 
interested in. No story is too small and no photo is too large to grace the pages of this, 
your club’s monthly news magazine. Keep an eye out for the January 2016 issue!

CLUB BUSINESS     |     

New Board of Directors announced 
at November club meeting
According to the club’s bylaws, the new Board of Directors 

was revealed at the November Board of Directors and 
General Membership meetings held at Morton’s BMW by Jerry 
Skene, who represented the Elections Committee at those 
meetings. The results determined by 53 submitted ballots were 
certified by the Elections Committee (Ed Pfister, Chair; Jerry 
Skene and Gene Freund) and are as follows:

President:  Kurtis Minder
 Kurtis ran unopposed and received 51 votes for President. 
He comes to the Board with experience as the 2015 Vice Presi-
dent and Rally Chair as well as the Meetings and Events Chair 
in 2014.

Vice President and Rally Chair:  Andy Dooley
 Andy ran unopposed and received 48 votes for Vice Presi-
dent. He comes to the Board with several years’ experience as 
the club’s Webmaster (Chair of the Internet Committee origi-
nally, and rolled into the Media Committee in 2015) and has 
been a fixture at club events, volunteering along with his wife, 
Yvonne, at many functions.

Secretary:  Shannon Krammes
 Shannon won the position of Secretary with 43 votes and 
most recently served on the Board in 2015 as the Chair of the 
Membership Committee. Shannon was largely responsible for 
the regrowth of BMWBMW in 2015.

Treasurer:  Mike Potter
 Mike won the position of Treasurer with 35 votes and has 
served the club in several positions: Meetings and Events Chair 
in 2015 and Sales Chair in 2014.

Membership Chair:  Karen Ager
 Karen ran unopposed and received 50 votes. Karen served 
as Membership Chair for several years, stepping down at the 
end of 2013.

Media Chair:  no candidates
 The 2015 Media Chair, Wes Fleming, stepped down and no 
candidates sought this role. Wes received 7 write-in votes but 
respectfully turned down the position at the November meeting. 
Les Moonves — currently the president and CEO of CBS — re-
ceived two write-in votes but is obviously unable to accept the 
position. Leigh Duffy, who volunteers as an Associate Editor for 
BTS, and Kris Betz, who is currently the club’s Webmaster, each 
received one write-in vote.
 The new Board will take up the appointment of a new Media 
Chair and BTS Editor early in their session.

In addition to the election of the Board of Directors, the club’s 
membership also took up the nomination of Ed Phelps as the 
newest addition to the BMWBMW Hall of Fame. The measure 
passed with 43 votes affirming Ed’s nomination. Ed will be in-
ducted into the club’s Hall of Fame at the annual Holiday Party, 
taking place on Sunday, 17 January 2016 at La Ferme (same 
location as the party in January 2015).

Member of the Year 
selected
In addition to accepting the results of the annual elec-

tion, the Board of Directors approved the nomination 
of Jose Abiles as the BMWBMW 2015 Member of the 
Year. Jose is a club member who never fails to volun-
teer when needed. Learn more about and hear from 
Jose at the Holiday Party in January.
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See page 18 for more info 
on  BMW Motorrad’s electric 

superbike.



PRODUCT REVIEW     |     By Scott Keimig
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Motorcycle luggage is available either as rigid (plastic or 
metal) cases or flexible bags that may be located either 

as tank bags, saddlebags or tail bags affixed to a rear fender 
rack. Each has advantages and drawbacks. Rigid saddlebags 
provide voluminous storage with a low center of gravity; excel-
lent protection of contents from physical impacts, theft, and 
rain intrusion; and are de rigueur on heavyweight touring and 
adventure bikes. However, disadvantages including high cost, 
bulk, and addi-
tional width on 
narrow streets 
and parking in 
tight spaces 
weighs against 
their use by 
some motor-
cyclists. The 
option of a hard 
case attached 
to a fender rack 
offers some of 
the benefits of a 
rigid saddlebag, 
but it imposes 
substantial heft 
outside the load 
triangle, can 
degrade high-
speed handling, 
and requires 
the additional 
expense of 
a mounting 
system. Alternatively, flexible tail bags offer simplicity, superior 
adaptability, low weight, and lower cost. The BMW Softbag 2 
Small is a fine example of flexible tail bags.
 I’ve used the Softbag 2 Small over the last four years on vari-
ous bikes in all weather conditions. It has several features that 
take it well beyond old-school duffels attached with bungees. 
The dished base of the bag is rigid, synthetic rubber that ex-
tends up the leading face of the bag. All attachment devices are 
subcomponents of this sturdy base including a 7” strap retainer 
(for rack attachment), a 10” pocket retainer (for seat attach-
ment), and four quick-release plastic buckles that connect 
to adjustable-length frame straps (provided in three different 
lengths). Two D-rings are also included for a shoulder strap or 
for attaching additional cargo bags or carabiners.
 The top and sides are a Cordura-type fabric coated with 
silver-grey PVC for water repellency. The interior compartment 
features a PVC-coated nylon fabric lining, taped seams and an 
integral drawstring storm flap. Rear and side panels each have 
zippered compartments and incorporate a reflective coating for 
conspicuity at night. A potentially useful document compart-
ment is built into the cover, which closes by water-resistant 

(not waterproof) zippers. Normal volume of the bag is 30 liters, 
which expands 20% via a zippered gusset. With its 13”x15” 
footprint, the bag holds a full-face helmet with room to spare. 
The PVC-coated fabric was abrasion-resistant when subjected 
to incidental boot kicks when mounting the bike. Road dirt was 
readily hosed off, and chain fling was easily cleaned with no 
detriment to the PVC-coated fabric. The bag impressed me as 
being quite robust over these four years of use.

 I found, unlike 
many fabric 
bags, that a 
pull-over rain 
cover was 
neither provided 
nor required to 
keep the main 
compartment 
contents dry 
when riding in 
the rain. Only 
in prolonged 
downpours did 
a few drops (1-2 
milliliters) of 
water perme-
ate the main 
zipper to collect 
atop the clever 
storm flap that 
protects entry 
to the main 
compartment. 
Note that failure 

to deploy the storm flap may allow slight dampness in the bag, 
so forgetful riders (we know who we are!) may wish to apply 
rain sealant to the fabric side of the zippers. Unfortunately, the 
cover compartment was not as effective in repelling water, as 
sufficient moisture can penetrate the zipper to dampen con-
tents; this pocket is probably better for storing rain gloves than 
registration papers. Rain seeping past the zipper into the cover 
compartment is the reason for downgrading the product one-
half star. 
 With several mounting options available, rock-solid stability 
was easily attained on a variety of bikes (not just BMWs). As 
shown on this KTM 990 SM-T the 7” strap retainer was slipped 
over the stock luggage rack and the attachment loops were 
affixed to the bike’s passenger handles and turn signal stalks. 
Alternatively, the 10” pocket retainer worked well when used 
with wider luggage racks or under the flat trailing edge of some 
saddles. Although a forward mounting option will preclude pas-
senger seating, the moderately stiff forward panel provides the 
rider a flexible and comfy back rest. Much of the attachment 
stability can be attributed to the shape and stiction of the rigid 
rubber base, as it prevented slippage on the saddle or luggage 

BMW Softbag 2 Small



Bob’s BMW delivers whatever you need, whenever you need it, wherever you are, no 
matter how far off the beaten path you might ride. It’s what Bob’s team of professionally 
trained experts have been doing worldwide since 1981. 

Contact Bob’s BMW for all your motorcycling needs.

2015 BMW S 1000 RR
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rack even at high velocity - the BMW tech literature sets a max 
speed of 180 kph (112 mph!). With a suggested price of $184, 
the BMW Softbag 2 is not inexpensive, but the durability and 
high quality of the product plus its ease-of-use on a variety of 
bikes makes it worth the money. The bag is also available in a 
substantially wider 55-liter size for $229.

LATE-BREAKING UPDATE
 This summer BMW released the third iteration of this tail 
bag, not surprisingly called the Softbag 3 Small. The size re-
mains the same but there are a number of significant changes 
to the product. The most important changes address the seep-
ing water-resistant zippers found on its predecessor. The zipper 
length on the cover compartment has been downsized from 24” 
to 6” by changing access from a flap to a pocket inlet. Even with 
the zipper fabrication remaining constant, one would assume 
water seepage would correlate to about a 75% reduction. Also, 
the old bag has 10 stitched seams on the top compartment 
panel while the new bag has only four — a substantial reduction 
in potential water seepage portals. An additional improvement 
in water tightness is found in the internal rain liner of the main 
compartment. Rather than the prior drawstring closure, the new 
Softbag 3 features a flexible roll-up strap with a quick-release 

buckle similar to Ortlieb side-access duffle bags (a time-proven 
waterproof design). As long as the rider remembers to buckle 
the roll-up strap, contents of the main compartment should be 
as dry as the best rigid case. 
 The exterior fabric of the Softbag 3 also has changed. 
Now it is not vinyl coated, but a dark granite grey polyester/
polyurethane fabric. The new fabric is treated with a durable 
water-repellant (DWR) treatment similar to the fabric used in 
BMW wet-weather riding gloves. The change from PVC to DWR 
may decrease stain resistance, which might be of concern to 
riders who experience chain fling (those with shaft or belt drives 
should be fine). There are minimal changes in the styling of 
retroreflective surfaces (rearward and both sides) which appear 
to be mostly for appearance.
 I was sufficiently impressed with my four-year use of the 
Softbag 2 Small, that I included its successor Softbag 3 Small 
with the recent purchase of a new bike. I highly recommend you 
check out these tail bags (some Softbag 2 units may still be 
available in BMW dealerships, and you might negotiate a dis-
count). I have owned the Softbag 3 for only two weeks and have 
yet to use it while riding in heavy rain. It functions just as well as 
its predecessor in terms of attachment and convenience of use. 
Ask me for an update the next time you see me.

PRODUCT REVIEW     |     By Scott Keimig

BMW Softbag 2 Small (cont’d)



A BMW Bike’s Best Friend:
Skilled Routine Inspection
and Maintenance
If you need a tune-up, Khanh’s 
EUBMW Repair Shop will do the 
needed work and check out your 
bike’s whole system to spot 
problems before they happen.

Be ready for the Summer 
riding season!
Khanh’s EUBMW Repair 
Shop is at your service in 
the Armature Building.

Khanh’s EUBMW Repair Shop
(in the Armature Building)
3025 Colvin St, Alexandria, VA 22314
Phone: (571) 294-2386
Stop in or call for an appointment. la
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Speeds Cycle is one of the leaders in 
BMW service and reconditioning.
Just bring your bike around back.

We have towing available for pick-up and drop-off

www.speedscycle.com

BMW Service
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http://www.capitalcycle.com
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FEATURE     |     By Jorge Serpa

A journey through the Americas
The Americas: Top to Bottom, a nice moniker indeed. I’m not sure if you noticed it as well, but all these “once-in-a-lifetime” trips 

seem to have a nice moniker. Well, mine wasn’t going to be the exception. Let’s call it TTB for short. My idea was to ride the Mule 
(my motorcycle) from home in the ‘burbs of Washington, D.C. to Alaska, then turn around and ride all the way down to Ushuaia at 
the very tip of Argentinian Patagonia. In time I added a little twist to this idea: I would descend the Amazon — from the jungle in Peru 

Part One
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to the Atlantic coast in Brazil — by boat. The idea here was to get to Yurimaguas in Peru, embark with the Mule on a boat, and then 
head down the river, stopping along the way as needed or desired. Once in Belem, I would continue my trip in the normal way. This 
Amazon thing had very little to do with motorcycling, but would allow me to check off another entry on my Bucket List.
     Not having unlimited time for my trip, the schedule was of paramount importance. Weather-wise, the major issues to consider 
were cold weather in Alaska and Patagonia; the rain/hurricane season in Central America; and rainy season in the Amazon. Not 
weather-related but equally determinant, I wanted to spend Christmas at home with the family. My solution to this “system of equa-
tions” consisted of four steps: 1. Hitting Alaska as late as possible and then returning to the Lower 48 on one of the last runs for 
the season of the Alaska Marine Highway ferry. 2. Once off the ferry, taking a good amount of time on my way to Mexico City, aim-
ing at getting there by early November, just as the weather there starts to calm down. 3. Arriving to Panama City by early December 
(giving me time to put the Mule on her way to Ecuador in South America, and then fly home). 4. Flying to Ecuador to start the South 
American half of the trip as soon as possible after New Year’s (putting me in Ushuaia by early fall there — late, but, as in Alaska, still 
ride-able). This strategy meant that I would do the Amazon region during its rainy season, but then again, I would be travelling mostly 
by boat.

This concludes part one. Stay tuned in future months for more of Jorge’s epic journey.

FEATURE     |     By Jorge Serpa

A journey through the Americas
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BMW MOTORRAD NEWS     |

Made in India: the G 310 R

As part of its commitment to reach 200,000 unit sales by 
2020, BMW Motorrad announced its first roadster under 

500cc since the R 45, the G 310 R.
 A press release issued on 11 November gives the following 
description of the G 310 R.
 One cylinder, low weight, powerful dynamic performance — the 
BMW G 310 R embodies the pure essence of a BMW roadster: 
it has neither too little nor too much of anything. Pragmatic in 
the best sense of the word, it offers precisely what is needed 
for dynamic performance and comfort, both in town and out 
in the country. The BMW G 310 R takes these essential quali-
ties into a capacity segment that is new to BMW Motorrad. As a 
genuine BMW roadster it masters a range of disciplines: it is just 
as happy winding its way nimbly and flexibly through the nar-
row streets of a city as it is travelling supremely and powerfully 
along country roads. And thanks to its exceptionally low level of 
fuel consumption and a relaxed, comfortable seating position, 
it offers the welcome capability of being able to cover a long 
distance at a time.
 Newly conceived from scratch, the G 310 R represents 
everything BMW Motorrad stands for: innovation, quality and 
of course many years of carefree partnership with its owner. 

By Wes Fleming. Reprinted courtesy BMW Motorcycle Owners of America. Source material and photos courtesy BMW Motorrad.

Designed specifically for the world market, the BMW G 310 R 
can run on the most diverse fuel qualities, meets all emission 
standards and local requirements and takes the typical BMW 
premium aspiration to the segment under 500 cc.
 The powerfully expressive design of the BMW G 310 R in-
stantly reveals its agile, dynamic character, making a clear state-
ment within its own segment. It has an unmistakeable visual 
kinship with athletic family members such as the BMW S 1000 
R. The small headlamp mask with striking headlamp, dynamical-
ly modelled fuel tank trim elements and characteristic roadster 
proportions with a striking front section and dynamic rear give 
the BMW G 310 R a mature presence on the road. Precisely 
modelled surfaces define the dynamic side view. The compact, 
dynamic proportions and the short wheelbase promise fast 
changes of direction, while the high rear conveys a lightness that 
is suggestive of the bike’s sporty genes. In spite of the clearly 
visible naked bike character of the BMW G 310 R, the side sur-
faces in body colour create a closed silhouette in athletic style. 
High-end details such as a standard upside-down fork, quality 
materials, supplementary fittings and excellent workmanship all 
reflect the finest within the segment, clearly underscoring the 
premium aspiration of the BMW G 310 R.
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Specs on the G 310 R:
•	 313 cc, 4-valve liquid-cooled single cylinder engine, bore/

stroke is 80/52 mm
•	 34 horsepower at 9,500 rpm (max 10,500 rpm)
•	 28 Nm torque (~21 ft-lbs) at 7,500 rpm
•	 compression ratio 10.6:1 (requires 95 RON/91 octane fuel)
•	 alternator output 330W
•	 wheelbase 1374 mm (54 inches)
•	 total length 1988 mm (78 inches)
•	 total width (incl mirrors) 896 mm (35 inches)
•	 suspension travel 140 mm front, 131 mm rear (5.5/5.1 

inches)
•	 seat height 785mm (31 inches) (low seat avail-

able — 760mm/30 in; comfort (tall) seat — 815mm/32 in)
•	 wet weight 158.5 kg (348 lbs)
•	 total load weight 345 kg (760.5 lbs) 
•	 tire sizes 11/70R17 (front), 150/60R17 (rear)
•	 fuel tank capacity 11 liters (2.9 gal)
•	 claimed fuel consumption 70 mpg
•	 top speed 145 km/h (90 mph)
 

Key features
•	 BMS-E2 engine control w/3-way closed-loop catalytic con-

verter
•	 6-speed transmission w/multi-plate wet clutch
•	 O-ring	chain	final	drive
•	 tubular steel frame (grid structure) w/bolt-on rear subframe
•	 41mm USD telescopic fork
•	 BMW Motorrad ABS, single disc front brake
•	 engine is tilted back w/head rotated 180 degrees, putting the 

intake in front
•	 Nikasil cylinder lining, diamond-like carbon (DLC) coated 

engine components (technology from S 1000 RR)
•	 dual overhead camshafts (DOHC)
•	 single counterbalance shaft
•	 adheres to EU4 emissions standard
•	 5-spoke die-cast aluminum alloy wheels
•	 steel-wrapped brake lines
•	 liquid-crystal display (LCD) dash; info provided: engine speed 

(rpm), road speed (kmh/mph), gear, total km/mi (odometer), 
engine temp, fuel level, remaining range, average fuel con-
sumption, average speed, time
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 Available colors:
• Cosmic black/Polar white non-metallic
• Strato blue metallic
• Pearl white metallic
 
The new BMW G 310 R is produced in Bangalore, India by the 
cooperation partner TVS Motor Company, India’s third largest 
motorcycle manufacturer with a production volume of ~2.5 
million vehicles per year. The company has been committed to 
sustainability for many years and attaches great importance to 
adhering to defined social and environmental standards which 
go far beyond what is common practice in India.
 TVS Motor Company is the flagship of the TVS Group, which 
is made up of more than 90 companies in total. These include 
numerous firms that enjoy an excellent reputation in the auto-
motive sector as suppliers for well-known car makers. Many of 
these suppliers from within the TVS Group provide the compo-
nents for the G 310 R.
 TVS Motor Company’s quality management system has been 
based on Japanese role models for many years. For the G 310 
R, this system was extended to include the requirements and 
standards specific to BMW Motorrad, and within the area of 
quality management there are interdisciplinary teams from both 
companies working in close collaboration. A dedicated produc-
tion area has been set aside in the factory for production of the 
G 310 R. Mechanical production of the engine components is 
carried out on new, high-quality machine tools made by leading 
German manufacturers. BMW Motorrad was closely involved in 
an advisory capacity here and production is set up based on the 

BMW MOTORRAD NEWS     |

Made in India: the G 310 R

model of the BMW Motorrad plant in Berlin-Spandau. The engine 
assembly line is completely new and fitted with cutting-edge au-
tomation and testing technology for every stage of the process. 
All the relevant work stages are monitored and automatically 
recorded with regard to size accuracy, tolerances and bolt-fitting 
values.
 Assembly is carried out in a completely sealed, glazed area 
which can only be accessed via air locks so as to prevent any 
dirt from entering. At the end of the engine assembly line, each 
engine is put through a test bench run where all relevant param-
eters are measured including output.
 Vehicle assembly is also carried out in a dedicated section 
of the factory reserved exclusively for BMW Motorrad. Here 
again, state-of-the-art assembly technology is deployed. The final 
inspection is performed according to BMW Motorrad standards 
and includes electronic functional testing as well as a final run 
on the roller test bench for every motorcycle. The roller test 
bench is also completely new and set up according to Berlin 
standards.
 Furthermore, staff were specially selected and trained by 
TVS for production and assembly. Additional training programs 
were held for assembly workers together with colleagues from 
the BMW Motorrad plant in Berlin-Spandau over a period of 
more than a year prior to the start of serial production. From 
the very first motorcycle to come off the production line in India, 
they have also contributed to the high assembly standards and 
heightened quality awareness. All in all, production of the new 
BMW G 310 R is subject to the same quality criteria that apply to 
production at the BMW Motorrad plant in Berlin-Spandau.
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No word yet on the street price or an availability date, but 
unconfirmed rumors say the G 310 R will be under $10,000 

(possibly even under $8,000) and may arrive in Q3 2016.
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BMW MOTORRAD NEWS     |

BMW sings the superbike electric Press release and photos 
courtesy of BMW Motorrad

The experimental vehicle eRR, cre-
ated as a joint project between BMW 

Motorrad and the Technical University of 
Munich, embodies an idea of an electric-
powered supersport motorcycle.
 A couple of years ago, the BMW i 
series showed the BMW Group’s visionary 
and sustainable approach with the ve-
hicles BMW i3 and i8 and their revolution-
ary design principles (aluminum chassis 
and passenger cabin made from carbon 
fiber) and BMW Motorrad’s C evolution 
proved that zero emission, riding fun and 
practicability are not mutually exclusive.
 With the eRR, BMW Motorrad goes one 
step forward and shows the possibilities 
of an all-electric drive in a supersport 
motorcycle. Regarding design and chassis 
technology, the eRR leans on the supers-
port motorcycle S 1000 RR, but utilizing 
an all-electric drive train.
 Head of BMW Motorrad Stephan 
Schaller said, ‚ÄúWhether it’s accelera-
tion, handling or top speed ‚Äì the RR is 
setting standards. However, if accelera-
tion on the first metres, up to 50, 60 kph, 
is the point, the RR’s 199 bhp have to 
admit defeat by another BMW product: 
the C evolution with its electric drive. We 
asked ourselves: What happens when 
combining a sport motorcycle and an 
electric drive? The experimental vehicle 
eRR brings zero emissions and electric 
drive to a new, more fascinating level.‚Äù
 BMW Motorrad will announce technical 
details of the eRR at a later date.



Breakfast gatherings are informal 
gatherings of members who meet 
for breakfast and often a ride after-
wards. Not all members participate 
in the after-meal rides and some 
like to show up solely for the ride. 
Interested? Arrive early, introduce 
yourself and be ready to have fun. 
Look for the tables with helmets 
and jackets piled on or near them 
and don’t be shy.
 If you’d like more information, 
or to volunteer to lead a ride one 
weekend, contact Bruce Dimon at
rides@bmwbmw.org.

2nd SATURDAY at 9
BALTIMORE BREAKFAST RIDE

ASHLAND CAFÉ
10810 York Rd, Cockeysville, 
MD 21030. Thanks to Tom 
Rhodes for bringing back the 
Baltimore Breakfast Ride, and 
on a Saturday to boot. Join us!

3rd SATURDAY at 10
MARYLAND BREAKFAST

OLD TOWN DINER
307 Main Street, Myersville, 
MD 21773. The other break-
fast rides are on Sundays, so 
let’s try some variety. We all 
know the roads around West-
Mar are good and feel 100 
miles away from the city.

4th Sunday at 8.30
VIRGINIA BREAKFAST

THE MAIN STREET PUB
7140 Main Street, Clifton, VA 
20124. Park across the street 
by the rail car or behind the 
pub. Walk through the conve-
nience store to the restaurant 
in the back. The ride to the 
pub requires a nice stretch of 
twisty back roads.

You can find out more by perusing the “Rides to Eat” section of the BMWBMW online forums.
BREAKFAST GATHERINGS

Morton’s BMW
See www.mortonsbmw.com for more info.

19 Dec: Holiday Party

Battley Cycles
See www.battley.com for more info.

BMWBMW
Sat 12 Dec: Board of Directors (10.00 
and General Membership 11.00) 
meetings at Battley Cycles. No tech 
day this year. If you’re interested in 
hosting a tech day in 2016, send an 
email to tech@bmwbmw.org.

Sun 17 Jan 2016: Annual Holiday 
Party. La Ferme, 7101 Brookville Rd., 
Chevy Chase MD 20815. Brunch from 
12.30 to 5.00 pm; awards presenta-
tion starts at 3.00. Cost is $30 per 
person (includes tip, which we ne-
glected to include last year). Registra-
tions must be received by Monday, 11 
January.

Bob’s BMW
See www.bobsbmw.com for more info.

19 Dec: Holiday Cheer Customer Apprecia-
tion Day

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

MC of Dulles
See www.motorcyclesofdulles.com for info.
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BMW MOTORRAD NEWS     |

BMW Motorrad to Triumph, Ducati: 

SCRAMBLE THIS!
It was a secret everybody knew about and, as expected, the an-

nouncement of BMW Motorrad’s new R nineT Scrambler has 
come just ahead of its debut at EICMA.
 In its press release announcing the new model, BMW in-
voked the 1951 R 68, originally presented at the International 
Bicycle and Motorcycle Fair IFMA in Frankfurt, Germany. That 
model featured an upswept exhaust like the one on the race 
bike used by Georg “Schorsch” Meier.
 The Scrambler sports the same engine as the R nineT 
Roadster - 1170cc with 110 hp at 7,750 rpm and 85.5 ft-lbs of 
torque at 6,000 rpm.  Most of the other features of the R nineT 
are carried over, including that model’s modular/customizable 
nature.

 The Scrambler has a 19-inch cast front wheel (tire 120/70-
19) and a 17-inch rear (170/60-17) and ABS is standard.  
Another change from the Roadster is the rider ergonomics - the 
Scrambler is more relaxed, with higher handlebars, a lower 
seat, and footpegs that are down and back compared to the 
Roadster.
 In classic BMW Motorrad style, the Scrambler is available in 
any color you like — as long as you like (mostly) black.  Mono-
lith metallic matte, a silver/gray, to be specific.  Many of the 
components, such as the frame, swingarm, fork slider tubes 
and engine case are blacked out, giving the Scrambler a nicely 
aggressive look.

http://www.mortonsbmw.com
http://www.battley.com
http://www.bobsbmw.com
http://www.bobsbmw.com


Highlights of the Scrambler:
•	 Air/oil-cooled 2-cylinder boxer engine; bore/stroke of 

101/73mm for 1170cc capacity. Max rpm is 8,500.
•	 Customizable design with a modular frame
•	 Telescopic fork up front and the venerable Paralever out 

back

•	 Classic Scrambler styling with a 19-inch front wheel, an up-
right seating position, and a raised exhaust with upswept 
twin	mufflers

•	 Aggressive, deep-treaded off-road tires available as an op-
tion (standard is street tires)

•	 Four-piston brake calipers with steel-wrapped brake lines 

and ABS standard
•	 Grippy toothed footpegs of bare metal
•	 Automatic Stability Control available as an option
•	 Other options include spoked wheels, heated grips, LED turn 

signals, a chrome-plated manifold, taller seat, lowered sus-

pensio, solo seat, engine guard, windshield, tank and rear 
seat	bags,	knee	pads,	Akrapoviƒç	sport	muffler	(can	be	
mounted high or low), and cylinder head covers in chrome, 
silver or black

By Wes Fleming. Reprinted 
courtesy BMW Motorcycle 
Owners of America. Source 
material and photos 
courtesy BMW Motorrad.
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BETWEEN the GUTTERS     |     By Wes “Chiba” Fleming, Outgoing BTS Editor

As I began putting together this — my last — issue of 
Between the Spokes, I found myself floundering when 

it came to saying goodbye. I knew I wouldn’t be BTS Editor 
forever, but until six months ago or so, I never conceptual-
ized BTS not being part of my everyday life. I found the 
anticipation of giving up BTS to be bittersweet — I knew 
it was the right decision no matter my reticence to finally, 
unequivocally say, “I quit.” I thought turning BTS over to 
another person would be the hardest thing I had to do all 
year.
     I was wrong.
     Not long after I returned from the AIMExpo in Orlando, 
Fla., I received a phone call that destroyed my world. In five 
minutes I went from knowing what I was doing by quitting 
as BTS Editor and where I was going with my new position 
with the BMW MOA to not knowing a damn thing about 
anything in the whole world. As well as we all know each 
other, most of us know nothing substantive about each 
others’ childhoods. Without getting into gory details, let me 
relate to you that my father left us when I was 17; he moved 
clear across the country and I rarely saw him again before 
his death in 2010. He didn’t even know my daughter Arwyn 
existed.
     Into the vacuum he left stepped a man called Bob Parker. 
Bob gave me my first job in 1988, teaching guitar lessons 
and working the counter at Dale City Music. I worked there 
for 12 years; that job was often the only stable thing in my 
life. When I wanted to quit going to college, he said he’d 
fire me if I dropped out. He taught me how to fix a guitar 
and how to fix a relationship — provided it was worth fixing 

(a hard lesson to learn in and of itself). There were more 
moments than I can remember, but every one of them 
helped make me who I am today. Without Bob there is no 
Chiba: no wife, no kids, no degrees, no success.
     When I started writing this in mid-November, Bob 
hadn’t died yet, but there was no doubt it would happen 
sooner rather than later. Forty years of smoking predis-
posed him to the cancer that destroyed his heart, lungs 
and brain. I waited listlessly for the fated phone call, the 
one that told me his ordeal was over. It came early on 
Saturday morning, the 21st of November. He took his 
last breath at 3.30 in the morning. Peacefully. Quietly. 
Without pain. It was the best we could have asked for. 
Those of us who held him close will feel the pain now, 
but in time it will fade. As we incorporate grief into our 
being, we change; it may never truly leave us but that 
may not be such a bad thing.
   In that light, giving up BTS pales, but it is still some-
thing that I am struggling with. Month in and month 
out since December 2011, I have run the production 
schedule as best as I could, striving to make BTS the 
source of club and BMW Motorrad news, information 
and features BMWBMW deserves. My friends tell me I’ve 
left high expectations for the next editor; my trust in the 
new Board of Directors tells me that the next editor will 
more than meet the challenge.
     You’ve heard me say it at every meeting: No article is 
too small, no photo is too large. BMWBMW needs 
YOU to contribute material to BTS. This is YOUR news-
letter and only you can keep it running. Reach out NOW.

Farewells

This is the closest I’ll ever get to publishing a photo of myself  — that’s my 
shadow in a photo I took at the MOA Getaway at VIRginia International Raceway.



Membership application/renewal form
Please check appropriate selections:

o NEW MEMBER     o RENEWAL     o CHANGE OF ADDRESS

NAME 

Associate 

STREET                    BMW MOA #

CITY, STATE, ZIP                   BMW RA #

OCCUPATION                   AMA #

PHONE (c) (h) (w) 

E-MAIL 

AGE GROUP
	 o 16–25     o 46–55
	 o 26–35     o 56–65
	 o 36–45     o 66+

MEMBERSHIP DUES
Regular Member: $20/year    Associate Member: $7.50/year

Dues may be paid for 1, 2 or 3 years. Associate members must reside at the same address as the regular 
member. Associate members have all the privileges of regular members but do not receive a separate copy 
of the newsletter. Make check payable to “BMWBMW” and send it with this form to: Shannon Krammes, 
Membership Chair, 6480 McKee Way, Manassas VA 20111-4310. Membership dues are not refundable.

MOTORCYCLES
(year, make, model)

Referred to BMWBMW by

Sign up or renew 
online with PayPal at 

www.bmwbmw.org/mbrship

I’m interested in helping out with 
the following committees:
	 o Gov’t Affairs    o Rally
	 o Internet      o Rides
	 o Meetings & Events  o Safety
	 o Membership    o Sales
	 o Newsletter/BTS   o Tech

2016 Holiday Party Registration Form
Sunday, 17 January 2016 * La Ferme * 7101 Brookville Road * Chevy Chase MD 20815 * 301.476.1655

Brunch from 12.30 to 5.00 pm * Awards presentation starts at 3.00 pm
Cost: $30 per person * Registration deadline is 11 January 2016

Please print clearly or submit your registration to treasurer@bmwbmw.org via PayPal (please include all the below information).

Club Member:

Guest/Associate Member:

Email:                   Phone:

Mailing Address:

Send your check, payable to BMWBMW, to:
Mike Potter, Treasurer * INSERT ADDRESS HERE

For more information, send email to events@bmwbmw.org
Registration must be RECEIVED no later than Monday, 11 January 2016. This is a registration-only event!

I/we hereby waive, release and hold harmless the BMW Bikers of Metropolitan Washington, La Ferme, and guests/entertainers for any liability resulting from 
damages, loss or personal injury while attending the 2016 Holiday Party, or for any cause of action I now, or in the future, have against them. This waiver ex-

tends to my heirs, executors, administrators and assignees. There are no refunds of registration fees.

Signature of Club Member:

Signature of Guest/Associate Member:

http://www.bmwbmw.org/mbrship
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